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1 Motivation

4 Structured Sensitivity Analyses

• only 1/10th of construction material of conventional plant, Fig. 1
• higher altitudes with stronger and more persistent winds
• therefore lowest cost of energy than any other technology
• Question: what does a good kite power plant design look like and
what are the sensitivies of design decisions?
• basis: comprehensive multidisciplinary optimization model

One parameter and/or its bounds are changed in a range of values,
while all other design parameters are re-optimized, Fig. 4–5.

2 Reference Scenario: Utility-Scale Biplane

Fig. 4: Example:
Optimization cost
function in dependency of nominal
tether voltage and
tether resistance
(tether conductor
cross section area),
showing a surprisingly flat optimum.

All design parameters (e.g. tether length, tether voltage, tether resistance, kite aerodynamics) are optimized for reference, Fig. 2–3.

Fig. 2: Power curve of utility-scale biplane.

Fig. 5: Example: Sensitivity of nominal airfoil lift
coefficient on all important results.

5 Conclusions

Fig. 3: Flight path of utility-scale biplane at 10 m/s wind speed.

• economic and aerodynamic parameters
(especially a high lift coefficient) are
most important, tether parameters
• knowledge on design
are rather insensitive, Tab. 1
sensitivities can be of high
• enormous figures of merit
value for a kite development
achievable, e.g. power
team, as investment- and design
density may exceed
decisions can be well-substantiated
100 kW/m2

3 Other Specific Systems
Optimization of other specific systems, including monoplane-, offshore-, small-scale-, and tiny-scale-variants. Results:
• biplane significantly outperforms monoplane
• offshore allows triple of maximum allowed costs and has
double of nominal power
• capacity factor for optimized systems remains < 40 %
(“capacity factor paradox”)
• small-scale variants are economically interesting
for self-consumption or off-grid use
Fig. 1: Visualization of a
“drag power” kite.

Tab. 1: Determined
sensitivities on important results for the
utility-scale biplane expressed qualitatively.
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